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The attack that seemed so imposing was as fragile as paper in front of the Soul Chain. It did not even put up a fight!

The Soul Chain went for Silen at breakneck speed. The blood in the air completely dispersed the moment it touched the Soul

Chain. The sound of the rattling chains filled the place up. The chain was incredibly quick, and anything it touched disappeared.

Only when the Soul Chain was right in front of him did Silen realize that he had committed a fatal error!

He had far underestimated Jack's skills, and had been certain that Jack would only use petty tricks!

He abruptly retreated and frantically tried to pull away, but it was already too late. The Soul Chain was incredibly quick and was

already in front of him in just a flash.

Silen let out a cry of shock as he raised his sword to try and stop the chain. Yet, things did not go as he planned at all.

The sword in his hand clashed with the Soul Chain with a loud bang, and he suddenly felt an intense pain in his hands. It was as

if he had just slashed down on a rock that was impossible to destroy.

Right after that bang, the Soul Chain slammed right into Silen's chest.

Silen heard the sound of his ribs cracking as he was sent flying to the edge of the arena. He spat out a mouthful of blood in the

air.

It took him some time before he slammed right into the protective barrier. After he did, he rolled in the air a few times before

falling face-first on the ground.

At that moment, Silen had lost all his earlier arrogance. He seemed even more pathetic than Carville had been earlier.

Pain coursed through his whole body from his chest. He felt a strange energy going right into his body. The energy did not touch

his body at all and started to devour his soul instead.

When he noticed the danger, he started to activate his true energy immediately, trying to suppress that strange energy.

Unfortunately, he failed to suppress it no matter how hard he tried. The energy felt incredibly strange. Even if there was just a

small sliver of it, he was still no match.

The pain coursing through his soul caused him to shout out in anguish.

"What is this?!" Silen's face paled from the pain.

He constantly shuddered as he rolled on the floor. His face was covered in blood and mud, and he looked to be in a horrible

state.

Practically everyone was stunned when they saw what happened.

Silen had used his technique to attack Jack, but it failed to even stop Jack at all.

The strange chain seemed like it was unstoppable. Anything that tried to stop it was destroyed!

The chain sent Silen flying right away. Even Silen, who was regarded in such an impressive light, had not been able to fight back

at all!

"Isn't the gap between them just too big?!" A warrior from a third-grade world said in a stunned tone.

Someone next to him said, "Silen is no match for North at all. It's not just a matter of being slightly stronger. Just look at North, he

looks so calm. It's as if that attack earlier did not take that much energy at all."
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